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Notes from the CEO
By John Krist
Nearly 600 scientists, government agency representatives and members of the agricultural community gathered
in Riverside last month for the sixth International Research
Conference on HLB. This was the first iteration of the IRCHLB
to take place in California, but like its predecessors in Florida,
the conference drew a global sampling of smart people trying
to figure out an answer to the most pressing question facing
the worldwide citrus industry: How do
we stop Huanglongbing and the Asian
International Research
citrus psyllid from destroying it?
Conference on HLB: ... There
As was the case at previous conferenchave been important advances. es, no definitive answer to that question
was provided by any of the hundreds of
This year, researchers
research presentations and posters. Work
presented results from their
continues on every imaginable mechause of a tool that … offers the
nism for disrupting the lethal vector-hostprospect of rapid development
pathogen complex: breeding HLB-resisof a suite of interventions …
tant or HLB–tolerant citrus rootstocks and
that could change the course
scions; disrupting the ability of ACP to
reproduce, feed or acquire the diseaseof the epidemic.
causing bacteria; treatments to cure or
reduce symptoms of infection; genetically
or biologically based methods for killing ACP more efficiently.
The “solution,” however, remains as elusive as it was during
all previous biennial conferences.
But there have been important advances. This year,
researchers presented results from their use of a tool that
did not exist as recently as seven years ago. And it offers the
prospect of rapid development of a suite of interventions —
HLB-tolerant trees, crippled psyllids, perhaps even a lethal
agent that attacks the bacteria themselves — that could change
the course of the epidemic.
The new approach is being made
possible by a gene-editing technology
known as CRISPR. The term (pronounced “crisper”) is an acronym for
n		 Water needs for
“Clustered Regularly Interspaced Palplants and people
indromic Repeats,” and it refers to odd
are similar
DNA fragments discovered 20 years ago
by scientists examining the genomes of
n		 Member Benefits:
various families of microbes.
Tickets & Discounts
The short, repeated fragments of
DNA were distinctive and appeared un-

What’s Inside?

related to the remainder of the microbial genome. Additional
investigation revealed similar structures in the genomes of
microbes from vastly different families of life, suggesting that
they were not random but performed some function useful to
microbial survival.
Research over the next decade revealed that CRISPRs were
a feature of bacterial immune systems. Bacteria attacked by
viruses (known as bacteriophages, or just phages) evolved a
way to duplicate small snippets of the invader’s DNA, insert it
into their own genome, and pass that modified genetic code
along to subsequent generations of bacteria. If attacked again
by a phage containing that same snippet of DNA, the bacterial
DNA recognizes it and triggers a targeted enzyme response
that severs the viral DNA strand at precisely that point, disabling the virus.
These discoveries led eventually to a technique by which
researchers can pretty much treat the genome of any organism as a set of Lego blocks, its pieces plugged in, removed or
replaced virtually at will. Using tools developed in the lab,
but replicating the function of the CRISPR complex in microbes, they can dispatch custom-made genetic packets into
living organisms, where they can remove, silence, activate or
replace specific genes and their functions.
Since scientists first reported six years ago that this adaptive microbial immune system could be repurposed into a
simple and reliable technique for gene editing, thousands of
researchers have been exploring its application in a wide variety of fields. One of them is the quest for a solution to HLB.
And at this year’s conference, several teams reported progress
toward using the CRISPR system to modify the genome of all
three elements of the pest-host-disease triad: ACP, the HLB
bacteria, and citrus trees.
Perhaps the most remarkable of these reports carried an
inscrutable title: “BAPC-assisted-CRISPR-Cas9 Delivery into
Nymphs and Adults for Heritable Gene Editing (Hemiptera).”
Hidden within that bland language was a dramatic achievement: Two scientists — Wayne Hunter at the U.S. Department
of Agriculture’s Fort Pierce lab in Florida, and John Tomich
of Kansas State University — injected a special variant of the
CRISPR package, designed to knock out two genes in the ACP
genome, into a female adult psyllid. Her offspring inherited
a CRISPR-modified genome in which those two genes — one
governing physiological development, and the other eye color
(continued on page 2)
— had been deleted.

When it comes to water needs, plants and people are similar
By Ben Faber
Coastal California is a hard environment
in which to decide when to irrigate. Fog and
rain vary from season to season and day to
day. Depending on the proximity to the coast
and elevation, average rainfall in Ventura is
about 18 inches. That is the average of years
when we get over 40 inches and those when
we get 4 inches. Below average is more the
norm than above that figure. Late rains into
June can happen, but the latest significant
rains can also happen in January. So what is
average? And based on rainfall, how do you
know when to irrigate?
May gray/June gloom adds to the confusion of what might be an appropriate irrigation cycle. That cool, moist, low-wind-condition fog reduces water use by plants. Fog drip
also adds soil moisture that the plant can use.
But, as soon as the fog lifts, the wind kicks in
and sucks out the soil moisture.
Water moves from the soil though the
roots, up through the plant stem and through
the leaves. It’s pulled by the conditions
outside the leaf. The longer the air outside the
leaf is dry, windy and warm, the more water
is pulled out of the plant. And then the plant
pulls it out of the soil to replace the water
lost from the plant. It’s called the cohesiontension theory of water movement. Water
molecules stick together and pull themselves
along, the way a train locomotive pulls a
string of freight cars. This happens whenever
the conditions outside of the leaf are “drier”
than inside the leaf. It happens in the winter
and summer, when the soils are cold and
when they are warm. It’s a passive, physical
process.
When plants lose water through their
leaves, it’s called transpiration. It’s mediated
by stomata in the leaves. These openings, or
pores, are similar to the pores in our skin.
People lose water off their skin and it’s called
evaporation or sweating. Water loss from
leaves is similar to water loss from skin.
Evaporation from the skin and from leaves
cools the surface of both. This cooling helps
prevent heat stress. The leaf and skin both
act as radiators. When this water loss stops,
both plants and humans can go into heat
stress. So water loss has an important function in both plants and humans. For plants,
the stomata also need to be open in order to
take in carbon dioxide to make sugar by way
of photosynthesis.

The weather factors that drive water loss
– water that needs to be replaced to keep the
bodies from going into heat stress – are the
amount of light (day length, cloud cover),
relative humidity (it dries faster when air is
dry and it’s slower when it’s humid – think
desert versus Florida), and wind (more wind,
more drying). When water can’t be delivered
fast enough to the leaf, it wilts; when the human body starts drying out, the skin wrinkles
and dries out. In both cases, water needs to
be taken in to reverse the loss.
Temperature is important in water loss,
but not as important as the other drivers of
humidity, day length and wind. When it’s
cold, leaves and skin both dry out – think
freeze-drying, a very successful process for
removing water from fresh food to make a
light backpacking food. Often humans respond more to temperature than these other
driving factors of water loss when thinking
about plant water needs. A common grower

refrain is, “it’s winter, I don’t need to irrigate.” After five years of drought, however,
we know better about winter irrigation.
However, this “winter and it’s cool, so it’s
not necessary to drink water while working
outside” refrain is common, too. And this can
be a real human health problem. Dehydration is something serious and we should all
be aware of the need to drink water during
these cool, windy days of spring.
Heat stress and irrigation are both more
complicated than just being aware of the
weather, but here is a link to some helpful
guidelines from Cal/OSHA to follow to avoid
heat stress in humans. They also might not be
too far off for plants, as well: https://www.
dir.ca.gov/dosh/heatillnessinfo.html.
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trees — and to disable or kill the bacteria
themselves.
The speed with which this field of knowledge is evolving, and the remarkable power
of the CRISPR technology, left many of us
who heard these presentations hopeful. After
years of tantalizing research “breakthroughs”
that have failed to yield meaningful and deployable interventions, the fight against ACP
and HLB may soon be waged on our terms –
not the bug’s.
Until transgenic psyllids move from the
lab to the field, however, we’re stuck with
our current approach to disease and vector
management: Suppress ACP populations with
chemicals, identify and remove infected
trees as quickly as possible, and replant using
disease-free nursery stock. But there was
exciting news on this front as well.
From the beginning, the effort to identify
and remove HLB-positive trees has been hampered by the long lag time between initial
infection and confirmation using the classic
DNA testing that serves as the regulatory gold
standard. Because the test looks specifically
for sequences of DNA that are unique to the
bacteria in samples of ACP or plant tissue,
it can provide incontrovertible and direct
evidence of infection. From a legal standpoint, this is key when regulators act to force
removal of positive trees.
The problem, however, (continued on page 3)

(Continued from front page)
As nymphs, the genetically modified ACP
took much longer to develop and had lower
survival rates. As adults, the survivors had
strange white eyes and malformed wings,
and their lifespan was one-third of normal.
Those would be useful achievements on
their own. But the experiment also demonstrated a powerful tool for determining the
functions of other ACP genes by disabling
them and observing the results on psyllid
morphology, physiology or behavior. This
could potentially lead to one of the Holy
Grails of ACP-HLB research — a psyllid that is
incapable of transmitting the disease-causing
bacterium.
Driving that genetic trait throughout the
ACP population would halt the epidemic in
its tracks. Growers could greatly reduce, if
not eliminate, their reliance on pesticides
as a means of slowing disease spread by suppressing the vector population — currently
the only viable strategy.
There were several other presentations
about research to use CRISPR or other
techniques to genetically modify the citrus
genome to improve HLB tolerance — a much
more rapid way of generating potential
new rootstocks than the years-long process
required to screen varieties and rear new

— Ben Faber is a farm advisor in the University of Cali
fornia Cooperative Extension office in Ventura, special
izing in soils, water, avocados and minor subtropicals.
Contact him at bafaber@ucanr.edu.
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is one of sampling. A mature citrus tree may
have 200,000 leaves, yet in the early months
and even years of infection, the bacteria
are not distributed uniformly through the
canopy. Typical samples submitted for DNA
analysis may consist of as few as 12 leaves per
tree. Chances of picking the right leaves are
minuscule when the bacterial population is
small, and perhaps isolated only in a particular branch. The odds are stacked against the
sampling effort from the start.
This is why a major branch of the global
research effort is devoted to developing
early detection technologies — methods of
confirming probable HLB infection based on
changes in tree physiology that come about
within days or weeks of infection. Being able
to identify and remove infected trees before
significant numbers of ACP have had the
opportunity to feed on them and acquire the
bacteria would greatly improve our ability to
influence the course of the epidemic.
Good candidates have been identified
and validated, but several require intensive
laboratory processing, and capacity limitations have stymied their wide use. But the
most promising of these technologies doesn’t
require a lab at all.
As reported here after the 2017 IRCHLB, a
team of dogs trained according to protocols
developed by researchers at USDA and North
Carolina State University have demonstrated
the ability to correctly identify HLB-positive
trees as little as two weeks after infection.
During field trials, their accuracy rate has
been up to 98 percent.
From the outset of this project, which has
been funded through a federal grant, lead
researcher Tim Gottwald of the USDA theorized that the dogs were identifying a change
in the suite of volatile organic compounds
emitted by trees. This is known to occur
almost immediately upon infection, as the
plant mounts a physiological defense against
the invading bacteria. Sick trees don’t smell
like healthy trees, and Gottwald’s theory has
been that dogs can tell the difference.
At this year’s conference Gottwald declared that he’d been wrong. In more recent
experiments, his team injected the HLB bacterium into plants that are utterly unlike citrus — periwinkle, tobacco, dodder. Although
the dogs had been trained on citrus, they

correctly identified the inoculated non-citrus
plants even though they smelled nothing like
oranges or lemons. He then took it one step
further, and ran the dogs past cages containing ACP, some of which had been infected
in the lab. The dogs were able to correctly
identify infected psyllids as well. And bugs
don’t smell anything like plants.
To confirm his new hypothesis, he
exposed the dogs to an array of bacterial cultures, some of which included the bacteria
known to cause HLB. The dogs were able to
identify those, too. Gottwald now believes
that when the dogs identify citrus tree as infected with HLB, it’s because they are picking
up the actual scent of the bacteria within it.
If that’s the case, it would provide a powerful argument for immediate and mandatory
removal of suspect trees very early in the disease process: The dogs would be providing
direct evidence of infection. From a regulatory standpoint, it should be no different from
a positive DNA test result.
The current risk-based HLB survey being
conducted throughout the state — consisting of systematic collection of plant tissue
and psyllid samples for DNA testing — has
been heavily weighted toward urban areas,
which is how the exploding epidemic in Los
Angeles, Orange and Riverside counties was
discovered. The current tally of HLB-positive
trees removed there now exceeds 1,200, all
of them in urban yards.
Less attention has been paid, however,
to rigorous surveying of commercial groves.
This places an imperative on arranging for
trained dogs and handlers, now based in
Florida, to begin their work here. Nothing is
more important than finding HLB in commercial groves while it is early enough for
tree removal to stop or slow the spread of the
epidemic. The CRISPR research has opened
the door to an entirely new array of potential
weapons against HLB, but the citrus industry
needs to survive long enough to use them.
— John Krist is chief executive officer of the Farm
Bureau of Ventura County. Contact him at john@
farmbureauvc.com.
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Member Benefits
TICKETS & DISCOUNTS
Farm Bureau members qualify for savings on admission to many
of Southern California’s most popular theme parks and other
attractions. To place an order or request a complete list of discounts,
you may call our office at 805-289-0155 or send an email to
Cheri@farmbureauvc.com. Please have your membership number
available.
Aquarium of the Pacific — Long Beach; One Day Ticket. Adult (12
yrs+) $20.95 (save $9); Child (3-11 yrs) $15.95 (save $2). Valid
thru 05/23/19.
Cinemark Century & Rave Theatres — All Cinemark, Century &
Rave locations. Platinum Super Saver Ticket, valid any regular
movie anytime. Regular price up to $12, you pay $9.25 (save
$2.75). Additional premiums may apply for specially priced films
and/or events priced higher than normal box office. No expiration.
Physical tickets only.
Dinner Detective Murder Mystery — Ventura County/Thousand
Oaks; Adult (13 years+) Dinner & Show $58.95. Save up to $12.50
with tax/gratuity. No expiration date. E-Tickets only.
Knott’s Berry Farm — Buena Park; General One Day Admission (3
yrs+) $49.50 (save $32.50). Valid thru 1/5/20. One Day Admission
(3 yrs+) $46.50 (save $35.05) Mon-Thurs Only. Valid thru 1/5/20.
Knott’s Soak City — Buena Park; Opens 5/18/19. Valid 1 day of the
2019 season. 1 Day Admission (3yrs+) $38.50 Save $14.50.
Legoland California Resort — Carlsbad; Must purchase tickets
by 6/14/19. E Tickets Only. Resort Hopper – Includes 1 Day at
Legoland, Including Seasonal Waterpark* and Sea Life Aquarium,
and Free 2nd Day. $79.95 (3 Yrs+) Save $46.05. Both visits must
occur by 12/31/19. Water Park requires same-day admission to
Legoland & is open seasonally between March & October. 1-Day
Admission (3 yrs+) $74.95 (save $25.05).
Medieval Times Dinner and Tournament — Buena Park;
Reservations Required. Dinner and Show. Adult $45.75 (save $22
w/tax). Child (12 yrs & under) $34.50 (save $7.20 w/tax). “BOGO
Birthday Special” during your Birthday month. Valid thru 12/30/19.
Pacific Park — Santa Monica Pier; 1-Day Unlimited Ride Wristband
Voucher $22.95 (save $10 per person over 7 years). Valid thru
12/31/19.
Regal Entertainment Group — All Edwards and Regal locations.
Premiere Unrestricted Ticket, valid ANY showtime, $9.75.
(Surcharge for IMAX, RPX, 3-D films & 4DX films, premium or
Luxury Seating locations or select theaters.). Ultimate Movie
Pack-2 Premiere Unrestricted Ticket & $10 Gift Card $29.50. No
expiration dates on physical tickets. Physical tickets only.
San Diego Safari Park — Escondido; Adult (12 yrs+) $47.00 (save
$9); Child (3-11 yrs) $39.00 (save $7). Valid thru 10/24/19.
E-Tickets Only.
San Diego Sea World — San Diego; E-Tickets Only. Single Day
Tickets: Adult (10 yrs+) $66.40 (save $25.59); Child (3-9 yrs)
$66.40 (save $20.59). 2018-19 Fun Card: Adult $84.50 (save
$7.49) or Child $79.85 (save $7.14) Unlimited visits thru 12/31/19.
E-Tickets Only.
San Diego Zoo — San Diego; E-ticket 1. Day Pass Adult (12 yrs+)
$47 (save $9); 1 Day Pass Child (3-11 yrs) $39 (save $7). Valid
thru 10/24/19. E-Tickets Only.
See’s Candies — One Pound Candy Gift Certificate & gift envelope
$18.50 (save $2.50). No Expiration Date. Physical Tickets Only.
Six Flags Magic Mountain — Valencia; General Admission (3yrs+)
$56.95 (save $33.04). Valid 1 operating day thru 9/15/19.
Universal Studios Hollywood — Universal City; E-tickets only.
Season Pass (3yrs+) $124 (save $35). Unlimited visits thru
12/31/19. Come any date for your first visit. View blackout dates
apply after 1st visit.
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Board of Directors
Danny Pereira, President*
William Terry, First VP*
Ted Grether, Second VP*
Chris Sayer, Secretary*
Jason Cole, Treasurer*
Melinda Beardsley
Bryce Belgum**
Brian Benchwick
David Borchard
George Boskovich III

Scott Klittich
Ed McFadden
Will Pidduck
David Schwabauer

Chief Executive Officer
John Krist
* Member, Executive Committee
**Advisory member, YF&R chairman

MISSION STATEMENT
We represent the broad and dynamic interests
of the agricultural industry through our diverse
membership. We serve members by delivering
services, promoting policies, developing
coalitions, and fostering community action that
will ensure the long-tem success of agriculture in
Ventura County.

• FOUNDERS CIRCLE

• DIAMOND MEMBERS
Ag RX
Bob Jones Ranch
DeMartini Enterprises LLC
Farmers Irrigation Co
GoodFarms/Andrew &
Williams Fresh Produce
Hailwood, Inc.
Index Fresh
John W. Borchard, Jr.
John W Borchard Ranches Inc.
Kimball Ranches El Hogar
• PLATINUM MEMBERS
Mission Produce
Brokaw Nursery LLC
Nutrien Ag Solutions, Inc.
Deardorff Family Farms
Oxnard Pest Control
Dullam Nursery
Pecht Ranch
Fruit Growers Lab Inc.
Gimlin & Udy Insurance Agency Rancho Cream Inc.
Rancho Limcado
Limco Del Mar Ltd.
Rancho Rodoro
Limoneira Company
Rancho Rodoro
Pinkerton Ranch
Rancho Simpatica
Pyramid Flowers Inc.
Travis Agricultural Construction
Rio Farms
Irrigation
Saticoy Lemon Association
Southland Sod Farms

Beardsley & Son
Boskovich Farms Inc
Brokaw Ranch Co
Farm Credit West
JK Thille Ranches
Leavens Ranches LLC
Nationwide
Terry Farms Inc.

• GOLD SEAL MEMBERS
Andreini & Company
Ag Land Services
AGQ USA Laboratories
Alta Mutual Water Company
Anacapa Berry Farms
Associates Insectory
Bright View Tree Company
Katie Brokaw
Mike Brucker
Burns Equipment Services Inc.
Camulos Ranch
Betsy Chess
Community West Bank
Duda Farm Fresh Foods Inc.
El Dorado Inc.
Flying M Ranch
Friends Ranches Inc.
Gardena Nursery
Gus H. Maulhardt & Associates
La Pedrera LLC
Lazano’s Farm Management
McGrath Family Farms
Darrell Nelson
Nava Enterprise Inc.

Otto & Sons Nursery
William Pidduck
Quality Ag Inc.
Rancho Caron
Reiter Brothers, Inc.
Richardson Ranches
San Cristobal Distributing Inc.
San Miguel Produce
Sayer Ranch
Scott Dunbar Ranch & Land
Broker
Sierra Pacific Farms Inc.
Sunnyland Nursery LLC
Tierra Rejada Farms
Tri Tech
Ventura County RCD
West Coast Berry Farms
White Seed Co.
Yamamoto Farms
YCE Inc.
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